
How the House v. NCAA settlement could reshape college
sports: What you need to know

By Nicole Auerbach and Justin Williams May 20, 2024 138

Big 12 presidents and chancellors voted to approve proposals of what is expected to be a multi-billion dollar settlement in the House

v. NCAA class-action lawsuit Tuesday, a source briefed on the decision confirmed to The Athletic. Their approval is another step

toward a resolution in the landmark case likely to reshape the college sports business model.

The Big 12 is the first of the suit’s defendants to vote on the settlement terms, with the remaining power conferences and NCAA

Board of Governors also expected to do so this week. It’s expected the settlement will cost them nearly $3 billion in damages and

allow power-conference athletes to finally share in annual revenues.

House v. NCAA seeks back pay for Division I college athletes who were barred from earning name, image and likeness (NIL)

compensation prior to the NCAA changing its policy in summer 2021, while also pursuing a cut of future broadcast revenues for

athletes at power-conference schools.

As college sports face a reckoning on multiple fronts, and with the prospect of the NCAA owing as much as $20 billion in damages

were it to lose the House case at trial, settlement efforts intensified in recent weeks.
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In addition to more than $2.7 billion in NIL back-pay damages, a settlement would include a system in which roughly $20 million a

year can be distributed directly from a power-conference school to its athletes, multiple people briefed on the negotiations confirmed

to The Athletic.

All indications are that the last vestiges of amateurism in college sports are coming to an end.

“I expect the athletes who are generating the most money would get the greatest economic return,” said Jeffrey Kessler, one of the

lead lawyers representing the plaintiffs. “That’s the economic competitive market we live in.”

A House settlement would be the next legal domino in what has been a busy stretch of forced change for the NCAA, including the

U.S. Supreme Court unanimously upholding the NCAA v. Alston decision in 2021 and agreeing that the NCAA’s cap on education-

related expenses was an antitrust violation. State legislatures helped usher in the NIL era weeks later. Lawsuits filed by multiple

state attorneys general have since forced the NCAA to halt enforcement of NIL regulations and allow multi-time transfers

immediate eligibility.

Over the past three years, these lawsuits and policy changes have created (and exposed) cracks in the foundation of the collegiate

model.
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“The most important part about the settlement — and let’s face it, there’s still a lot of work to be done there — is it creates some

clarity and some visibility on a whole bunch of issues that have sort of been roiling everybody for a while,” NCAA president Charlie

Baker said last week. “The other thing it does is create predictability and stability for schools. It creates a tremendous opportunity

for student-athletes.”

So what does this mean for fans of college sports? Most immediately, it simply means that the power-conference programs you

follow and root for, which bring in millions of dollars in revenue annually from television contracts and ticket sales, can start paying

athletes with that money — a significant budgetary adjustment, but not so functionally different from how school-affiliated NIL

collectives have started paying players.
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Yet in the broader scope, this settlement will further widen the gap between high-major revenue sports — particularly power-

conference football — and the rest of college athletics. It’s another step toward a future in which the biggest programs stratify or

fully separate from the rest of the NCAA into some version of super conferences or a super league. To that end, there’s also been

some organized, internal pushback within the NCAA from smaller Division I conferences that believe they will be forced to shoulder

a disproportionate amount of the damages in the proposed settlement.

Plenty of hurdles remain beyond the House case as well, including whether athletes will ultimately unionize and/or be deemed

employees, or if the NCAA can secure antitrust exemptions from Congress. Regardless, big changes are on the horizon, and in a way

the NCAA has long fought.

Here’s more on what’s at stake in House v. NCAA, and what could come next.

Potential settlement details

The NCAA is backed into a corner.

House v. NCAA was filed in June 2020 with Grant House, a former Arizona State swimmer, and Sedona Prince, a former Oregon and

current TCU women’s basketball player, as the two named plaintiffs. In November, U.S. District Court Judge Claudia Wilken, who

has a track record of ruling against the NCAA in similar cases (O’Bannon, Alston), granted class-action certification for the damages
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portion of the House case, expanding it to any Division I athlete dating back to 2016 (in accordance with a four-year statute of

limitations).

This exponentially elevated the potential cost — and impact — of the case, which is currently scheduled to go to trial in January

2025.

U.S. antitrust laws grant plaintiffs three times the damages they are awarded — known as “treble damages” — meaning if the NCAA

lost at trial, it would automatically be on the hook for triple the damage amount ordered by the judge. According to documents

circulated among power conference presidents and administrators and obtained by Yahoo Sports, that final class-action figure could

be as high as $20 billion, and enough to force the NCAA to file for bankruptcy.

A loss at trial would also strike down any existing constraints on NIL.

“So essentially, if we win, there would be a complete free market in NIL, including from broadcast payments,” said Kessler.

The combination of triple damages, which would likely have to be paid out immediately, and the NIL floodgates fully opening would

be a death rattle for the NCAA, and why a settlement is seen as the surest path to the organization’s survival, at least in the short

term.

Through a spokesperson, the NCAA declined to comment.

Certain details of the settlement, though not finalized, have been reported by multiple outlets and confirmed to The Athletic. The

nearly $3 billion in back-pay damages would be paid out over 10 years, and power-conference programs could opt into the annual

$20 million revenue-sharing allocation likely starting with the 2025-26 season.

This would coincide with a change in roster limits that would eliminate existing caps on scholarships, such as a baseball team’s 11.7

scholarships that get divvied up among 30-plus players. If the baseball roster limit was set at 25, for example, schools would have 25-

player teams and could fully fund up to 25 scholarships. This impacts football as well, where teams currently have 85 allotted

scholarships but can carry up to 115 total players on the roster. There’s fear among coaches that the new roster limit could eliminate

walk-ons.

“Our game is not the pro game,” said Wake Forest coach Dave Clawson, a member of the American Football Coaches Association

board. “We get players that need to be taught and coached when they come out of high school. …(In the NFL), they have a practice

squad, they have access to players and other teams. Once we start practice, our roster is set for the year, and they have to be

students.”

ACC commissioner Jim Phillips said those roster determinations would be “local decisions” for each university, with better-

resourced schools likely to do more than others within the Power 4 leagues. Roster limits are expected to be part of Thursday’s vote

by the conferences, and multiple administrators told The Athletic that they expect specific scholarship figures to be decided

collectively by the Power 4 conferences in the coming months.

What the NCAA could avoid with a settlement

The compromises of a possible House settlement are obvious, but so are the benefits. The NCAA doesn’t risk the immediately

payable treble damages at trial and can negotiate terms on a revenue-sharing model while maintaining a similar operating

structure.

College athletes receive scholarships and other benefits, but the anticipated rate of revenue sharing wouldn’t be nearly as high as

their counterparts in the pros. The roughly $20 million annual amount represents 22 percent of the average Power 4 school’s annual

revenue. Revenue sharing in the major American professional sports is usually around 50 percent for the players.

A settlement would also address another major NCAA issue by simultaneously resolving other high-profile antitrust cases, including

Hubbard v. NCAA and Carter v. NCAA; plaintiffs in both cases are also represented by Steve Berman and Kessler.

Hubbard is similar to House in the sense that it is seeking retroactive damages for education-related Alston payments; Carter

argues that rules prohibiting college athletes from receiving “pay for play” violate antitrust law. A House settlement would resolve

each of them.
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One other antitrust case factors in: Fontenot v. NCAA, a separate, class-action suit filed in Colorado that is seeking similar claims

and damages as Carter. A motion to transfer the case to the same Northern District of California court as the other antitrust suits has

been requested, ostensibly to have it resolved by a settlement in the House case. A hearing on the transfer is also set for Thursday.

Resolving all four antitrust cases — House, Hubbard, Carter and Fontenot — is a crucial aspect of the settlement for the NCAA,

according to people briefed on the negotiations.

“In the current world we live in, planning is very hard to do,” Baker said. “If we can land this thing … I think it creates a lot of

stability and clarity for schools. And it makes it possible for all of us to start thinking about what the next act will look like as it rolls

out instead of feeling like you’re waiting for the next shoe to drop.”

How it would work

Assuming the NCAA and power conferences sign off on terms this week, there would still be a number of steps to complete a

settlement, including official filing, an approval from Judge Wilken and a 90-day period for review and any objections.

If approved, the power-conference revenue sharing will be optional, and there are no specifications on how the money will be

distributed, as long as it stays within the capped allotment.

It’s expected that most if not all power-conference programs will opt in to some degree of revenue sharing in order to remain

competitive. But even for a number of the schools at that level, it could be a gradual financial process that requires cuts elsewhere.

“As it currently stands, I don’t know many schools that will be able to pay even remotely close to ($20 million) without eliminating

some portion of what they currently spend,” said Iowa State athletic director Jamie Pollard.

For back-pay damages, the NCAA would use its reserves to cover $1.1 billion, and the remaining approximately $1.6 billion would

come from withheld revenue distributions, chiefly via the NCAA men’s basketball tournament credits. Of that $1.6 billion, nearly 60

percent is expected to come from leagues outside the Power 4 conferences (including the Group of 5), according to people familiar

with the settlement proposal.

The 22 smaller, non-FBS conferences (colloquially referred to as the CCA22) were not initially briefed on the settlement talks until

earlier this month, multiple administrators said, once the financial structure of payouts had already been formulated.

One Division I commissioner estimated that non-FBS conferences would be on the hook for $2.5 million per year to help cover the

NCAA’s costs of the settlement. Two sources in different CCA22 leagues said that equates to roughly 25 percent of the annual

revenue those schools receive from the NCAA. That level of reduction could lead to cutting sports and athlete resources, despite a

lawsuit that was clearly aimed at power-conference schools with the most lucrative media deals.

“The burden that’s being pushed to us is not following any sort of logic as it relates to the court order,” one non-Power 4 source said.

However, the damages payment model that is being voted on is a slightly tweaked version of the original breakdown put forth by the

NCAA, a college administrator briefed on the proposal told The Athletic. That’s despite the non-FBS leagues submitting a formal

request to the NCAA’s Board of Governors and Division I Board of Directors on Monday, according to sources briefed on the

proposal, asking to either delay a final decision on the financial breakdown or adjust it to an equivalent rate of revenue reductions

for each conference. The latter would have made the power conferences responsible for roughly 60 percent of the damages.

The Board of Directors and Board of Governors (the NCAA’s highest governing body) are also scheduled to vote on settlement

details this week, including authorizing the NCAA to use its financial reserves.

Another area to be addressed is how the terms of a settlement apply to the new classes of athletes each year. Berman mentioned a

potential solution.

“Every year, when an NCAA athlete reports in to start the year, they could be given a copy of the class notice and the settlement, and

given an opportunity to object within a few months receiving that notice,” said Berman.

Jim Cavale, the founder of the players organization Athletes.org, questions the forward-looking part of the settlement, saying it

lacked athlete input. His organization includes about 1,500 power-conference athletes and recently signed up the entire UAB football
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What did you think of this story?

team.

“How involved are the current athletes?” he said. “On top of that, how involved if at all are future athletes on these terms? The

answer is not at all. The results of a (collective bargaining agreement), the terms of the athlete experience and even these caps are

not really the responsibility of these plaintiffs’ lawyers in a class-action lawsuit.”

Some industry sources believe there could be less incentive or motivation for players to unionize once they’re getting a piece of the

pie. Cavale disagrees.

“Should it be approved, if we got 500 of our 3,000 athletes to object, the way it’s written, you’re going to have 500 different hearings,”

he said.

Other unknowns

Plenty more questions remain.

• How will Title IX apply to revenue-sharing distributions? Will proportional payments need to be made to male and female athletes

in order to remain compliant — meaning an athletic department can’t spend all or most of its revenue-sharing dollars on football or

other men’s sports — or would schools argue that proportional scholarship opportunities satisfy Title IX? This is not something that

can be stipulated by the settlement and could be challenged in court. Multiple administrators at Power 4 schools told The Athletic

they believe the total dollar figure needs to be equal between male and female athletes, but that their understanding is that each

school can determine how to allot the money between its athletes and sports.

• How would this impact potential unionizing and collective bargaining ventures?. Unionizing efforts by the Dartmouth men’s

basketball team and national advocacy organizations such as Cavale’s Athletes.Org and the College Football Players Association

have yet to gain widespread support, a challenge within something as wide-ranging and transient as college sports. But the topic

could receive renewed attention in the wake of a settlement, along with the ongoing discussion of whether college athletes should be

deemed employees, which is at the heart of both the Johnson v. NCAA suit and a National Labor Relations Board complaint against

USC, the Pac-12 and the NCAA.

In any event, settling House and resolving the other prominent antitrust lawsuits will not fully shield the NCAA from future legal

battles, which is why Baker and the organization will continue to pursue Congressional antitrust exemptions.

“(A settlement) creates a framework that makes it possible to then have a different kind of conversation with Congress,” said Baker.

“So, in many ways, I’m hopeful.”

• What about NIL collectives? A settlement wouldn’t fully address the role of these third-party organizations and the culture of pay

for play, though Yahoo Sports reported that the informational documents it obtained mentioned “economic incentives” for athletic

departments to bring collectives in-house.

• How will the financial adjustments trickle down? Will schools decide to cut athlete benefits, administrative positions or entire

sports? Will this finally stem the tide of ballooning, seven-figure annual coaching salaries, bloated staffs and multi-million-dollar

buyouts? Wholesale changes to the structure of collegiate athletics and the NCAA’s governance remain likely years away, but that

doesn’t mean reverberations won’t be felt sooner in other areas.

“It could be the sports you sponsor,” Pollard said. “It could be what you do for the sports you sponsor. It could be the number of staff

you have in football. It could be the number of players you have on a football team. Everything’s going to be on the table.”

—The Athletic’s Chris Vannini and Scott Dochterman contributed reporting.

(Photo Illustration: Pavlo Gonchar / SOPA Images / LightRocket via Getty Images)
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